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Intro:

At the end of the day these niggas don't give a f*ck
shawty ya feel me
I been doing this shit man since 05 my nigga I just
touched down representing that mississippi shit man i
swear they don't give me a shot because of that shit
nigga i'm country then a mf but my lyrical content is
crazy I'm making my own beats what the f*ck

(Verse1)
They like Krizel what you gona be a baller nah they
wana see a car up close that hold a chevy do' that fall
like angel wings 

all of that been done before but i'ma keep it simple with
my voice up on a track til it come back monumental
"fuck a hater" i was greater nominated since a young-
en out the womb i was groomed to be the ruler over
something it was nothing to be better always on their
level they was hating they was scared cause they rain
ain't forever they been hearing bout me lately
wondering what i'm doing now they been napping i
been vicking for the spot that i'm pursuing ain't no
losing where i'm coming from ain't no going back ain't
no looking down only looking around where they at
where they going when i get here i can't figure out if
you ain't a bank teller nigga what you're talking bout
"tell them krit" telling them for years they've been
boring us ignoring us my climb to the top will be
glorious, victorious 

(talking)
now i ain't got no annimosity towards these niggas
coming out now what i mean they in it i want to see a
nigga get money but you can't tell me mississippi had
a run not like Texas not like Flordia not like Memphis
not like Louisiana not like Atlanta hell Alabama did they
thing come on shawty it all boils down to we got
something to say ya feel me 

(Verse2)
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They like krizel what you gona say when all the
cameras in your face about the sip and david banner
and what it means to take his place take a stand do all
that i can to get off the block misinterpret what i say
now they think i'm taking shots on the low gave a nigga
hope thats just what it is i don't need a nigga vouching
for me thats just how i feel never have never ever been
and i never will mississippi never had a run lets just
keep it real not like all these other states texas had em
swangin down rich boy threw some D's on that Alabama
certified Florida been out there Louisiana keep it trill Lil'
Wayne do his thing Boosie bump crazy where I live
Memphis Tenn Yo Gotti 36 ballin MJ Atlanta still got
mega artists blowing out there everyday "tell them krit"
telling them for years they avoided us ignoring us our
story will be glorious victorious
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